
Latin I 
Quarter 3, Week 1 Parent Signature Sheet  Nomen:  __________________________ 

To be turned in 
ECC Students:  Monday January 15, 2018 
CFC Students:  Tuesday January 16, 2018 
 
Items to be checked by parents: 
_____Daily Fun Drill (4 days) 
_____Vocabulary cards, p.  133, 137 
_____ Declension of is, ea, id  on a card for review 
_____ Memorization and review of is, ea, id 
_____ Completion of Exercises 151:10-17 and 155, second half, if not done in class 
_____ Grammar Cards no. 52, 53 
_____Test completed 
 
	
	
-----------------------------------------------------		Parent	Signature	
	
The Daily Fun Drill is a brief review that you will do each day in order that the information that 
you are learning will enter your long term memory.  The following elements should be part of 
your Daily Fun Drill this week:	

1. Terra and first declension endings	
2. All vocabulary words that you have been assigned up to this point	
3. The names of the cases, their functions, and how they are translated (the land, of the land, to 

the land, by/with/from the land . . . )	
4. Servus and second declension masculine endings.	
5. Bellum and second declension neuter endings 	
6. Lex, pars  flumen and third declension endings	
7. Portus and fourth declension endings	
8. Res and fifth declension endings	
9. Magnus, a, um, and 1st/2nd declension adjectives	
10. Gravis, e and 3rd declension adjectives	
11. Laudo  and 1st conjugation endings:  present, imperfect, and future	
12. Moneo and 2nd conjugation endings:  present, imperfect, and future	
13. Declension of ego, nos, tu, vo, is, ea, id.	
14. All grammar cards	

	
Grammar Cards for this week:   
 
  Front      Back 
52.  Direct Reflexives   A pronoun that refers back to the subject of its own 
     clause 
 
53.  Third person direct reflexives A form of sui is used when a third person pronoun refers 
     back to  the subject of its own clause rather than is, ea,  
     id. 
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